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This is a piece for mixed chamber ensemble: Bass flute, Baritone Saxophone, Cello, and Piano. The total performance length of the piece 
is approximately twelve minutes. The structure of the piece is based on the creation of repetition on both the macrostructure 
and microstructure levels. Persistence repetitions of the multiple events based on fast alterations and abruptly freezes of time. A 
composed process-based montage of alternations which leads from “dry”-punctuated sounds to long-sustained harmonies. 
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Baras Konstantinos          Metricalities
For Bass Flute, Baritone Saxophone, Cello, and Piano Boston — March, April 2019
 
Performance notes 
Βass Flute and Baritone Saxophone  
 
Normal sound / half-air sound / almost no pitch, air sound / key click cluster / slap tongue / tongue 
ram / singing, following the transposition of the instrument / the black box above the flute part 
indicates the embouchure: black = close, white = open.  
Inhale / Exhale. 
Teeth on reed.  
Harmonics (overblow).  
Vocal fry inhale. The three-stave staff shows the low-mid-high register. 
White noise. 
 Continual and random key-click cluster. 
Cello 
      
   Ricochet. 
 
       
 Slow bow—always combined with extreme overpressure. 
            
   Half pressure in the left hand / false harmonics—multiphonics. 
On the bridge / when it appears before the note with the number IV one should play behind the bridge at the fourth string. 
 Aggressively mute the strings with your right hand and produce a percussive sound. 
The “+” symbol means aggressive tapping with your left hand.   
These symbols stand for the different pressures of the string / N.P. stands for normal pressure. 
 Extreme vibrato.  
 
Hold the bow “frozen” in one position and make a pivoting motion bow with pressure to produce a granular sound. 
Piano 
The two lowest and highest notes of the instrument should be muted. 
 
Slide over the tuning pins with a small shot-glass to produce a granular sound. 
 
Aggressively hold and release the left pedal of the piano; try to produce a percussive noise in both the 
pressing and releasing of the pedal.  
 Scratch the string with a pick or a metallic coin. 
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Left Hand Aggressive tapping and glissando.
Righ hand bowing the rib of the instrument.
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